Orchestra Warm-Up

Check-List

S AT U R DAY,
NOVEMBER 15, 2014

At 1:30PM, the Orchestra musicians will come onto the stage, one by one, to warm-up and get ready for their
concert. You can identify which “family,” or group of instruments, they are in by the color of their shirt.
STRINGS = red or pink WOODWINDS = green
BRASS = blue
PERCUSSION = orange HARP AND KEYBOARDS = light blue

How many musicians do you see? Keep track as they come onstage!
Welcome to the Young People’s Concerts®!

STRINGS __________(keep a tally)
Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound fast or slow? ____________
Is their instrument resting on the ground, or under their chin? ____________

WOODWINDS__________(keep a tally)
Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound low or high? ____________
Is their instrument horizontal or vertical when they play? ___________

BRASS__________(keep a tally)
Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound loud or soft? ____________
Do their fingers press valves or does their hand move a slide? ____________

We’re embarking on a whole season of transformations taking place right before your ears
with the great New York Philharmonic as your Super Sonic Music Box — a doorway into sounds
you’ve never imagined and melodies you’ll never forget. Today it’s Melody Transformed as we think
about that most obvious and memorable aspect of music — the tune itself. What makes a
melody recognizable? What gives it such specific meaning? And what happens when composers take
melodies from each other, or traditional songs, and put them in new settings? Get ready to hear some
familiar tunes in unfamiliar ways, and to discover some new melodies that just might become your favorites!
T

PERCUSSION__________(keep a tally)

HARP AND KEYBOARDS__________(keep a tally)

The New York Philharmonic is dressed by UNIQLO.

Teddy Bear
Transformation!

Nursery Rhyme
Transformation!

teddy bear can be a symbol,
standing for the fun and tenderness of childhood. The composers on
today’s program thought a lot about
their childhood. For them it was a
happy time before they grew up and
life became complicated! Sometimes
composers expressed their happy memories in an ironic way—the opposite of
what you would expect, like how Mahler
takes a sweet, little nursery rhyme and
turns it into a sad, sad song. We might
think it’s funny or maybe nostalgic (the
feelings you get when you remember
something from the past that makes you
happy, but also sad because you miss it).

P
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ick a nursery rhyme you and your grown-up
know well (see the list below for ideas).
Have your grown-up choose a feeling or character—for example, triumphant, dizzy, or spooky.
Can you transform your melody and sing it in its
new guise?
You can make your voice go high and squeaky
or low and booming and everything in between.
Change the tempo (speed up, slow down) and
dynamics (soft or loud).
Take turns and try another!

Do you have something like this at home?

Can you transform the teddy bear in an ironic way, making it funny?
Dress it up or draw a surprising setting.

Baa Baa, Black Sheep
Frère Jacques
Itsy Bitsy Spider
Mary Had a Little Lamb
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

MetLife Foundation is the Lead Corporate Underwriter for the New York Philharmonic's Education Programs.
Additional support by The Theodore H. Barth Foundation.
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Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound the same or different? ____________
Are they using mallets to hit keys or strike drums or are they shaking or scraping instruments? ____________

Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound smooth or jumpy?____________
Are they touching strings or pressing keys?____________
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Variations on America
Selection from Symphony No. 1
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun
Selections from Symphony No. 5 in B-flat major, Op. 100

COURTNEY LEWIS conductor
THEODORE WIPRUD host
ALLAN MCCORMICK dancer
TOM DULACK scriptwriter and director

What’s a Melody?
IT’S THE PART OF THE MUSIC YOU CAN SING! A melody doesn’t always have words, but
most melodies do have a few things in common. Even if you don’t read music, you can still notice a good melody
when you see one!
a RANGE from high to low that
fits what most people’s voices can
sing – about an octave

First phrase
REPEATS

SEVERAL PHRASES– groups
of notes you can sing in one breath

{
Claude Debussy's melody for
his Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Faun... it's so calm and beautiful,
but I can make a joke out of it!

a nice mix of baby STEPS
down, then steps back up…

…and later on,
some LEAPS!

Prokofiev

Some say I based one of the
melodies in my fifth symphony on
the solo flute melody in Debussy’s
Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Faun. I wonder, do you think I’m
quoting Debussy in an affectionate
way, or am I poking fun?

The works of Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev
(1891–1953) are performed in the United States more
often than almost any other 20th century composer. Ever since he was a schoolboy, Prokofiev pushed boundaries, preferring to make bold musical statements even if
they broke the rules of composition. Prokofiev grew up into a complicated man, full of
opposites. He was delighted by life’s absurdities, by nonsense and the sight of things
out of place. Many of his melodies reflect his strange humor, but as much as he liked
to showcase his witty side, he was also capable of creating beautiful and serious
melodies. His Symphony No. 5 was written in the safety of an artists’ retreat outside
of Moscow during World War Two and reflects his homeland’s hope and heroism
as the fighting raged on. Like Mahler, Prokofiev had big ambitions
for his symphony. He aimed to create a symphony
reflecting the greatness of the human spirit.

IRONY
Using words that normally
mean one thing to say the
complete opposite, in order to
make a joke. Like, “Well THAT
sure was boring!” right after
getting off a roller-coaster.
The same thing can
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, by French
happen in music.
composer Claude Debussy (1862–1918), is based on a
poem that aims to transport listeners into the dreamlike world of
a young faun — a mythical creature, half man and half goat. The faun lazily
plays his pan pipes, illustrated by a solo flute, in the heat of the afternoon while daydreaming of some beautiful nymphs. But instead of trying
to tell a story in music, Debussy expresses fleeting moments of beauty
and fantasy. One sees images and feels emotions that ebb, flow, and
slip away only to be replaced by others: “like a beautiful sunset; it fades
away as one looks at it,” explained a fellow composer. In order to
explore the realm of fantasy and
mystery
Debussy combined
Debussy and I shared at least
unusual scales, fluid rhythms,
one thing in common: we
and a range of colors and
loved to shock our teachers
and fellow students by
textures.

Debussy

qX

breaking the rules!

Ives

Do you think Ives was poking
fun at the song “My Country
‘Tis of Thee” because he
loved it? Or because he was
a troublemaker?

Courtney Lewis, 29, is the New York Philharmonic’s
new Assistant Conductor. He will assist Music Director
Alan Gilbert and all guest conductors, and lead other
Young People’s Concerts and the Young People’s Concerts
for Schools. Born in Belfast, Northern Ireland, Courtney has
conducted his way across the United States over the past six years: he was
associate conductor of the Minnesota Orchestra, a Dudamel Fellow with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic, and has appeared with the St. Louis Symphony and
Atlanta and National symphony orchestras, among others. He studied composition
and clarinet at the University of Cambridge and conducting at the Royal Northern
College of Music.

Charles Ives (1874–1954), one of
the most adventurous and important
composers of his time, wrote music known for being fresh,
original, and all-American. Ives was just 17 years old when he
took the American patriotic song “My Country ‘Tis of Thee” and
playfully transformed it into the composition Variations
on America. Originally composed for organ, this piece — full
of youthful humor and an independent spirit — was orchestrated
Theodore Wiprud leads educational activities at
by William Schuman seventy years later. Some people thought
the New York Philharmonic as Vice President, Education,
Ives was clever, playful, and possessed a talent ahead of his
The Sue B. Mercy Chair. The Philharmonic’s education
time, but there were others who thought he was being
programs include the historic Young People’s Concerts, Very
Young People’s Concerts, Very Young Composers, and many other programs for
disrespectful! While he opted to become a successful
school children, aspiring orchestral performers, and adults. Ted has also created
businessman instead of a composer by profession, he never
innovative education programs for other ensembles, such as the Brooklyn
gave up his devotion to music: he played the organ at
Philharmonic, American Composers Orchestra, and Orchestra of St. Luke’s.
church and composed music in all of his spare time.
He has worked as a teaching artist and resident composer in a number of New
Only later in life did important musical figures begin
York City schools. Ted’s Violin Concerto (Katrina) was recently released on
to take a keen interest in his experimental,
Champs Hill Records.
PARODY
optimistic sound.
A purposely exaggerated
Dancer Allan McCormick has traveled around the
globe with various projects, including roles in Walt
imitation that makes a joke,
Disney Company productions and on Dancing with the
like making your voice
Stars. He has been a featured dancer on The Tonight Show
really deep and stern to
with Jay Leno, as well as in Celine Dion’s A New Day at Caesar’s
imitate your grown-up
Palace in Las Vegas and in Le Reve. Allan has done choreography for benefits
telling you what to do. What
and galas produced by Cirque du Soleil and Virgin Airlines and recently
do you think that would
Austrian composer Gustav
performed in Broadway Cares as a guest with the Spider Man: Turn Off the Dark
Mahler was inspired by an
Mahler (1860–1911) wrote
be like in music?
ensemble. He teaches modern, contemporary, and jazz dance and acrobatics in
illustration in a children’s book
symphonies that were very
Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and Rome.
of a hunter’s funeral. The
deep and expansive musical
Tom Dulack is an award-winning playwright, novelist,
hunter is being carried to his
journeys. “A symphony should
and director who has written and directed the scripts for
grave by a procession of forest
be like the world, it must
the Young People’s Concerts since 2005. His new play,
animals. Now, isn’t that ironic?
contain everything,” suggested
The Road to Damascus, opens Off-Broadway in January.
the composer. One of the most Winner of a Kennedy Center Prize for New American Drama for
successful musical tools to accomplish his goals was
his play Incommunicado, his other plays include Friends Like These, Breaking
“everyday” music and melodies rooted in song — bird
Legs, Francis, York Beach, Just Desserts, 1348, and The Elephant. Tom is also
songs, folk songs, and dance tunes. His Symphony No. 1
the author of the theatrical memoir In Love With Shakespeare. He is professor of
is filled with references to songs. The third movement we hear
English Literature at the University of Connecticut.
today begins with the sorrowful tone of a solo bass, which turns
the cheery nursery song “Frère Jacques” into a gloomy and
eerie funeral march. It took audiences a while to understand
What’s Coming Up…
Mahler’s sense of irony. He was better known as a conductor
Saturday, January 24, 2015
than a composer during his lifetime. In fact, Mahler moved
What is the sound of New York City?
to New York in 1909 to be chief conductor of the New
York Philharmonic!
Where did it come from and how

Mahler
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About The Artists

MelodyTransformed

is it changing? Experience New
York’s distinctive sound in music
by Bernstein and others.
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concert. You can identify which “family,” or group of instruments, they are in by the color of their shirt.
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How many musicians do you see? Keep track as they come onstage!
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Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound low or high? ____________
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Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound loud or soft? ____________
Do their fingers press valves or does their hand move a slide? ____________

We’re embarking on a whole season of transformations taking place right before your ears
with the great New York Philharmonic as your Super Sonic Music Box — a doorway into sounds
you’ve never imagined and melodies you’ll never forget. Today it’s Melody Transformed as we think
about that most obvious and memorable aspect of music — the tune itself. What makes a
melody recognizable? What gives it such specific meaning? And what happens when composers take
melodies from each other, or traditional songs, and put them in new settings? Get ready to hear some
familiar tunes in unfamiliar ways, and to discover some new melodies that just might become your favorites!
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teddy bear can be a symbol,
standing for the fun and tenderness of childhood. The composers on
today’s program thought a lot about
their childhood. For them it was a
happy time before they grew up and
life became complicated! Sometimes
composers expressed their happy memories in an ironic way—the opposite of
what you would expect, like how Mahler
takes a sweet, little nursery rhyme and
turns it into a sad, sad song. We might
think it’s funny or maybe nostalgic (the
feelings you get when you remember
something from the past that makes you
happy, but also sad because you miss it).
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ick a nursery rhyme you and your grown-up
know well (see the list below for ideas).
Have your grown-up choose a feeling or character—for example, triumphant, dizzy, or spooky.
Can you transform your melody and sing it in its
new guise?
You can make your voice go high and squeaky
or low and booming and everything in between.
Change the tempo (speed up, slow down) and
dynamics (soft or loud).
Take turns and try another!

Do you have something like this at home?

Can you transform the teddy bear in an ironic way, making it funny?
Dress it up or draw a surprising setting.
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Frère Jacques
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Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound the same or different? ____________
Are they using mallets to hit keys or strike drums or are they shaking or scraping instruments? ____________

Can you hear a musician play? Do the notes sound smooth or jumpy?____________
Are they touching strings or pressing keys?____________
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Selection from Symphony No. 1
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun
Selections from Symphony No. 5 in B-flat major, Op. 100

COURTNEY LEWIS conductor
THEODORE WIPRUD host
ALLAN MCCORMICK dancer
TOM DULACK scriptwriter and director

What’s a Melody?
IT’S THE PART OF THE MUSIC YOU CAN SING! A melody doesn’t always have words, but
most melodies do have a few things in common. Even if you don’t read music, you can still notice a good melody
when you see one!
a RANGE from high to low that
fits what most people’s voices can
sing – about an octave

First phrase
REPEATS

SEVERAL PHRASES– groups
of notes you can sing in one breath

{
Claude Debussy's melody for
his Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Faun... it's so calm and beautiful,
but I can make a joke out of it!

a nice mix of baby STEPS
down, then steps back up…

…and later on,
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